Woodland Floral
Quilt designed by Grace Wilson for Maywood Studio

finished size approx. 67-1/2" x 84-1/2"
Woodland Floral
Quilt designed by Grace Wilson for Maywood Studio
Flowers of the Forest Flannel fabric collection from Maywood Studio
finished size approx. 67-1/2" x 84-1/2"

Fabric

**Fabric A** MASF8750-J Black Woodland Floral 1-3/4 yards

**Fabric B** MASF8750-W White Woodland Floral 1/2 yard

**Fabric C** MASF8754-J Black Wandering Vines 1-1/2 yards

**Fabric D** MASF8755-R Pink Snowflowers 2/3 yard

**Fabric E** MASF8755-G Green Snowflowers 1/4 yard

**Fabric F** MASF8753-G Green Simple Floral 1/4 yard

**Fabric G** MASF8751-W White Wildflowers 7/8 yard

**Fabric H** MASF8751-R Wine Wildflowers 1-1/3 yards*

* Includes Binding

**Fabric I** MASF609-P Pink Classic Dot 1/4 yard

**Fabric J** MASF609-G Green Classic Dot 1/4 yard

**Fabric K** MASF609-J Black Classic Dot 1/4 yard

**Fabric L** MASF610-P Pink Classic Check 1/4 yard

**Fabric M** MASF610-G Green Classic Check 1/4 yard

**Backing** Your Choice 5-1/2 yards

Cutting

**Fabric A** MASF8750-J Black Woodland Floral

- Cut (6) 6" squares
- Cut (8) 6-1/2" x 42" strips.
  - Piece the strips together to make:
    - (2) 6-1/2" x 74" strips
    - (2) 6-1/2" x 69" strips

**Fabric B** MASF8750-W White Woodland Floral

- Cut (12) 6-7/8" squares.
- Cut each square diagonally once to make:
  - (24) triangles

**Fabric C** MASF8754-J Black Wandering Vines

- Cut (3) 18-1/2" squares
  - Cut each square diagonally twice to make:
    - 12 triangles (you’ll only need 10 triangles).
- Cut (2) 9-3/8" squares.
  - Cut each triangle diagonally once to make:
    - (4) small triangles.
- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric D** MASF8755-R Pink Snowflowers

- Cut (12) 2" x 9" strips
- Cut (12) 2" x 6" strips
- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric E** MASF8755-G Green Snowflowers

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric F** MASF8753-G Green Simple Floral

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric G** MASF8751-W White Wildflowers

- Cut (2) 3-1/2" x 42" strips
- Cut (2) 6-1/2" x 42" strips

**Fabric H** MASF8751-R Wine Wildflowers

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip
- Cut (7) 2-1/2" x 42" strips.
  - Piece the strips together to make:
    - (2) 2-1/2" x 70" strips
    - (2) 2-1/2" x 57" strips.
- Cut (8) 2-1/2" x 42" strips for the binding.

**Fabric I** MASF609-P Pink Classic Dot

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric J** MASF609-G Green Classic Dot

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric K** MASF609-J Black Classic Dot

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric L** MASF610-P Pink Classic Check

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Fabric M** MASF610-G Green Classic Check

- Cut (1) 3-1/2" x 42" strip

**Backing**

- Cut (2) 92" x 42" strips.
  - Sew the strips together and trim to make
    - (1) 75" x 92" backing piece.
1. This pattern was designed using an exact 1/4" seam allowance. Test your seam allowance by cutting two pieces of scrap fabric exactly 2-1/2" x 5". Stitch them together along the 5" edge. At the midpoint measure across the unit, it should be exactly 4-1/2" from raw edge to raw edge. If not, adjust your seam and repeat until correct.

**Pieced Blocks:**

1. Follow Figure 1 for strip order to sew together one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric D strip, one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric I and one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric G strip, lengthwise. Cut across the sewn strips to make twelve 3-1/2" segments (Fig. 2). If your strips yield less than twelve 3-1/2" segments, use leftover fabric to sew additional segments.

![Fig. 1](image1.png)
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2. Repeat Step 1 with one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric L, Fabric H and Fabric C strip. Cut across the sewn strips to make twelve 3-1/2" segments (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3](image3.png)

3. Repeat Step 1 with one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric G, Fabric K and Fabric E strip. Cut across the sewn strips to make twelve 3-1/2" segments (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4](image4.png)

4. Repeat Step 1 with one 6-1/2" x 42" Fabric G, and one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric M strip. Cut across the sewn strips to make twelve 3-1/2" segments (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5](image5.png)

5. Repeat Step 1 with one 6-1/2" x 42" Fabric G, one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric J strip and one 3-1/2" x 42" Fabric F strip. Cut across the sewn strips to make twelve 3-1/2" segments (Fig. 6).
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6. Follow Figure 7 to sew together the assorted 3-1/2" segments to make one 12-1/2" Block A square. Make 12.

![Fig. 7](image7.png)

7. Sew one 2" x 6" Fabric D strip to each side of the 6" Fabric A square. Sew one 2" x 9" Fabric D strip to the top and bottom of the Fabric A square to make one 9" Block B Center (Fig. 8). Make 6.
8. Sew one Fabric B triangle to each side of one Block B Center to complete the 12-1/2" Block B Square (Fig. 9). Make 6.

9. Refer to the Quilt Top Layout below to sew together the twelve Block A squares, six Block B Squares, ten large Fabric C triangles and four small Fabric C triangles in diagonal rows to make the quilt top.

Borders

10. Measure the length of the quilt top and cut the two 2-1/2" x 70" Fabric H strips to match the quilt top length (approx. 68-1/2"). Sew the borders to each side of the quilt top.

11. Measure the width of the quilt top and cut the two 2-1/2" x 57" Fabric A strips to match the quilt top width (approx. 55-1/2"). Sew the borders to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

12. Measure the length of the quilt top and cut the two 6-1/2" x 74" Fabric A strips to match the quilt top length (approx. 72-1/2"). Sew the borders to each side of the quilt top.

13. Measure the width of the quilt top and cut the two 6-1/2" x 69" Fabric H strips to match the quilt top width (approx. 67-1/2"). Sew the borders to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

Finishing

14. Press your quilt top, layer and baste. Quilt as desired.

15. Sew the eight 2-1/2" x 42" Fabric H strips together end-to-end with 45° seams to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press.

16. Bind as desired.